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What is sentiment analysis
for financial reports?
Labeled in word-level by financial sentiment
word lexicon (Loughran, 2011)
In addition, revenues increased due to fee income on growing variable COLI
account values, partially offset by declines in fees on leveraged COLI as that
block of business continues to decline due to the HIPA Act of 1996. Benefits,
claims and expenses increased $593, or 63%, to $1.5 billion in 1998 from
$938 in 1997 due primarily to the MBL Recapture discussed previously.

Labeled in sentence-level by multiple
financial experts (high risk)
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block of business continues to decline due to the HIPA Act of 1996. Benefits,
claims and expenses increased $593, or 63%, to $1.5 billion in 1998 from
$938 in 1997 due primarily to the MBL Recapture discussed previously.

Motivation
→ Use existing knowledge (financial sentiment lexicon) to
improve sentence-level classification performance of
deep learning models.
→ Extend boundary of financial sentiment out of word
range by semantics, for each sentiment (positive,
negative, litigious, and uncertain) shown in sentence.
In addition, revenues increased due to fee income on growing variable COLI
account values, partially offset by declines in fees on leveraged COLI as that
block of business continues to decline due to the HIPA Act of 1996. Benefits,
claims and expenses increased $593, or 63%, to $1.5 billion in 1998 from
$938 in 1997 due primarily to the MBL Recapture discussed previously.

→ Examine applicability of the proposed approach
across models, including traditional method, naive DL
models, and more complicated models.

Sub-phrase Algorithm
1st run

2nd run

net loss (250)
adverse impact (211)
net loss of (196)
offset by (180)
adverse impact on (166)
…

adverse impact (211)
net_loss of (196)
offset by (180)
adverse impact on (166)
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↓
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↓
net_loss
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3rd run
net_loss of (196)
offset by (180)
adverse_impact on(166)
…

↓
net_loss
adverse_impact
net_locs_of

→ The time spent is primarily proportional to k,
which means that it is fast to implement.

Main Results

An application
→ Our new
developed tool:
Financial Risk
Information
Detecting and
analYzing System
(FRIDAYS)
(AAAI’19)

https://cfda.csie.org/FRIDAYS/

→ Combining words to generate senti-phrases is
not beneficial to the traditional bag-of-word model.
→ Complicated DL models achieve better
performance than naive models, but all DL
models perform better when using senti-phrases.

→ The proposed algorithm is fast to compress data and even
improve the semantics of NLP models for financial texts.
→ As a result, in the future it could be applied for
summarization of financial corpus, or even automatic
generation (NLU) for financial reports.

